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The﻿ 3D﻿ registration﻿ of﻿ the﻿ human﻿ body﻿ is﻿ complex﻿ due﻿ to﻿ its﻿ articulated﻿ nature,﻿ and﻿ the﻿
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Figure 1. Iterative scheme of the method
Table 1. Set of joints model used in this paper
N Joint N Joint N Joint N Joint
1 Head 7 Left﻿wrist 13 Right﻿hand 19 Left﻿knee
2 Neck 8 Left﻿elbow 14 Right﻿thumb 20 Left﻿ankle
3 Spine﻿shoulder 9 Left﻿shoulder 15 Right﻿hand﻿tip 21 Right﻿hip
4 Left﻿hand﻿tip 10 Right﻿shoulder 16 Middle﻿spine 22 Right﻿knee
5 Left﻿thumb 11 Right﻿elbow 17 Spine﻿base 23 Right﻿ankle
6 Left﻿hand 12 Right﻿wrist 18 Left﻿hip
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Figure 2. Overlapped joints problem. Left: Wrong joints in an arm. Both are detected in the same side. Right: Skeleton correction 
after correcting wrong joints
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Figure 3. Segment from A, hand, to B, shoulder, to find C elbow or wrist
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Figure 4. Arm articulated registration process. From left to right, first the biceps are registered propagating to the rest. Second, 
the forearm is registered propagating to the hand. Thirdly, the hand is registered
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Figure 5. Dependencies between body parts
Table 3. Labels and the associated part of the body
Part Part Part
1 Head 5 Left﻿hand 9 Left﻿thigh
2 Torso 6 Right﻿biceps 10 Left﻿calf
3 Left﻿biceps 7 Right﻿forearm 11 Right﻿thigh
4 Left﻿forearm 8 Right﻿hand 12 Right﻿calf
Figure 6. Schematic of articulated registration
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Figure 7. 7b shows the wrong joints estimation due to the arms overlapping, and 7a shows the problems in labeling of the arm. 
7c shows the joint correction and 7d shows the adequate labeling after applying the proposed method
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rotating﻿by﻿itself﻿ in﻿front﻿ the﻿camera.﻿Then,﻿ the﻿whole﻿method﻿has﻿been﻿applied﻿to﻿those﻿frames,﻿
obtaining﻿an﻿accurate﻿result,﻿as﻿shown﻿in﻿Figure﻿11﻿in﻿frontal﻿and﻿profile﻿view.
Figure 8. Figure 8a shows the skeleton model in which the joint 9 has not been estimated; 8b shows the wrong labeling of the 
data where shoulder and biceps are the same part; 8c presents the corrected skeleton with the proposed method, which leads 
to an adequate labeling shown in 8d
Figure 9. First row and three left figures in bottom row are a subset of frames of free movements with the arms. Bottom right 
shows 3D data overlapped of the movement
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Figure 10. Result of the articulated alignment
Figure 11. 3D model obtained with the proposed iterative method
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